Location 1
New sign S1 to be mounted on existing lamp column opposite N End Lane to face traffic traveling northwards in Chobham Road. (Approx. 50m north from start of new crossing point.)

Location 2
New sign S1 to be mounted on existing lamp column No.001 to face traffic traveling southwards in Chobham Road. (Approx. 55m south from start of new crossing point.)

LEGEND:
- Existing white road markings.
- Existing yellow road markings.
- New or refreshed road markings in white thermoplastic screed.
- Install new 400x400mm red coloured blister pattern Pcc Tactile paving slab 65mm thick.

NEW SIGNS

X2

Existing buff tactiles to be replaced with red tactile paving as shown.

Existing triangle road markings to be refreshed.

Install new zig zag road markings.

2x 5m Indo lighting poles to be installed.
2x Belisha beacon to be installed.
Electrical contractor to confirm details & install equipment.

Existing ``KEEP CLEAR'' road markings to be removed.

Site to be patched to suit new layout.

Existing tactile paving, footway & slabs to be excavated to a nominal depth of 95mm, existing sub base to be compacted.

Existing triangle road markings to be refreshed.

Take up existing brick paving laying pattern and set aside for reuse.

Existing ducting.

Existing buff tactiles to be replaced with red tactile paving as shown.